Secure Azure
What is Secure Azure?
Secure Azure from Servent is a
comprehensive set of security solutions.
These solutions ensure that when you
migrate workloads to Azure that they
will be secured following Microsoft and
industry standard best practices.
Why Azure?
Azure is a suite of cloud products and
services which are all built from the
ground up to address the most rigorous
security and privacy demands. Azure
provides the most comprehensive set of
compliance offerings of any cloud
service provider.
Secure Azure supplements native
Azure security with third party solutions
which provide enhanced security
capabilities and additional controls.

The Journey to a Modern Enterprise is our proven approach
to moving customers to Azure. Secure Azure is an offering
which is part of this approach, built from many years’
experience of moving customers to the cloud.
Moving applications and workloads to the cloud is a massive
attraction for many organisations, primarily due to the
favourable economics which the cloud offers, the ease of
deployment, and the flexibility and scale that the cloud
provides.
Microsoft Azure is a leader in the cloud space and continues to
grow year-on-year in both general usage and with the new
services that are introduced on a frequent basis.
Secure Azure from Servent solves perhaps the biggest
challenge organisations face when operating in Azure, namely:
security.
The three key pillars of the Servent Secure Azure offering are
shown below.

Why Servent?
We help organisations across the globe
in their journey to the cloud. Our track
record and the customers we work with
speaks for itself.
We are not only a Microsoft Gold Cloud
Partner, we are also part of the
Microsoft Azure Advisors community.
We work with the Microsoft Product
teams to shape Azure services. This
gives us unparalleled access and
insights to the Azure platform and the
direction in which it is going.

Read on to understand how we can help secure your cloud
presence by ensuring that your identity, infrastructure,
application and data remain secure in the Azure cloud
platform as part of your Journey to a Modern Enterprise.
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Partner Solutions
We are proud to be a Barracuda Partner.
The Barracuda offerings for Azure are
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Infrastructure design & controls
Platform security
Advanced threat management
Resiliency

Barracuda solutions consistently deliver
total threat protection from zero-day,
advanced malware, automated threats
and other attacks.
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